
Transforming Entity Management with 
MinuteBox: A Game-Changer for Corporate 
Law Clerks
Discover how MinuteBox equipped Loopstra Nixon LLP with 
an all-in-one cloud-based entity management system that met 
all corporate compliance needs.

CASE STUDY: 

Loopstra Nixon LLP specializes in various branches 

of law, including corporate commercial law. Their 

team is dedicated to providing comprehensive 

services to businesses, ranging from startups to 

large corporations, both domestically and 

internationally.

Ana Rosa Da Ponte, a corporate commercial law 
clerk at Loopstra Nixon LLP, felt the strain of 
managing entity data using outdated methods. She 
was seeking a centralized and more streamlined 
approach that would make her daily routine more 
efficient and less stressful. Her key needs were

 A cloud-based entity management databas
 A software solution offering remote work 

capabilities


Loopstra Nixon LLP previously relied on manual data 
entry or alternative software solutions for entity 
management. When they switched to MinuteBox, it 
marked a significant transformation, offering Ana 
Rosa peace of mind and ease of access to crucial 
data.

If the challenges faced by Loopstra Nixon LLP sound familiar to your law practice, consider MinuteBox as a 
solution. It offers an integrated cloud-based entity management system that can significantly ease your work 
routine. By enabling features such as organizational charts and transparency registers, MinuteBox goes 
beyond the basics to offer a truly comprehensive service. Take the first step towards a more organized and 
efficient workflow by opting for MinuteBox, the top-rated entity management program on G2!

“MinuteBox now allows us to view things such as organizational charts and 
transparency registers. So it really is a one-stop shop. You really truly don’t need 
to venture outside of MinuteBox,” said Da Ponte.
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Ready to join the 

MinuteBox revolution?

Get Started

Comprehensive Tools for Effective Entity Management

The exemplary customer service of MinuteBox deeply impressed Loopstra Nixon. MinuteBox made an effort to 
personally connect, making Ana Rosa feel like she was a part of a larger community. The Tickler Reminder 
System was a standout feature, sending real-time updates directly to her email. This has ensured that her 
corporate compliance obligations are consistently met.


"MinuteBox is definitely a game changer. It’s one stop shopping, and you're less inclined to forget your tasks 
because it’s there to remind you,” said Da Ponte.

Ana Rosa Da Ponte

Corporate Commercial 
Law Clerk

“MinuteBox has made my life easier and less 
stressful. I can work remotely, and I can access the 
information that I need when I need it,” said Ana Rosa 
Da Ponte, Corporate Commercial Law Clerk, Loopstra 
Nixon LLP.


